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OTS 2019 is a resounding success –
visitor attendance up by four per cent
Now in its 14th year, OTS
attracted 990 unique visitors
over the three-day period.
When comparing the
attendance from 2018, this has
seen an increase of four per cent
overall for unique visitors, which
added to last year’s 7.5 per cent
increase shows an increase of 12
per cent since the show moved
to EventCity and reaffirms the
decision to move to Manchester.
The key highlight is that
OTS 2019 saw a 27 per cent
increase from retail buyers and
owners compared to 2018.
This year saw 131 exhibitors
which included a wide range
of brands, established key
players as well as newcomers
to the outdoor market.
This all corresponds with the
outstanding feedback received
so far from exhibitors and
visitors alike, with the consensus
from exhibitors being that they
generated numerous leads
from the show and even wrote
orders. The data also identifies
a lot of repeat attendance,
which shows that visitors were
staying longer and attending
consecutive days to ensure they
fully experienced the show and
had all those key conversations.
Highlights from the show
include Keela’s whisky and
gin tasting session, Buffalo
celebrating their 40th anniversary
as well as several other social
events taking place across the
hall on the Tuesday evening. It
also saw record-breaking cyclist
Mark Beaumont presenting on
his around the world adventure
and meeting visitors at the
ON and Vango stands.
The UK Outdoor Industry
Awards 2020 was the biggest
ever with 120 products entered
for the ten categories.

The prestigious judging
panel includes retailers; Robert
Brigham (Managing Director,
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports
& Chairman, OIA), Adrian
Plumb (Senior Buyer, Tiso), as
well as Chris Townsend (Gear

Tester, TGO), Iain Duff (Editor,
Camping), Alan James (Director,
UKClimbing & UKHillwalking)
and Graham Thompson (Gear
Tester, Trail) from the media.
The panel selected
the finalists below:

ACCESSORIES: Klean
Kanteen – TKPro, Light
My Fire, Luci MPOWERD
- Base Camp Light
BACKPACKS: Jack
Wolfskin - Kalari Trail 36
Pack RECCO, Osprey - Ace 50,
Craghoppers - 40L Hybrid.
CAMPING EQUIPMENT:
Helinox - Personal Shade,
Primus - Fire Stick,
Gerber - ComplEAT
CLIMBING: Edelrid Swift
Protect Pro Dry 8,9MM, Black
Diamond Camalot Z4, Black
Diamond AirNET Harness
CLOTHING: Mountain
Hardwear - Ghost Shadow
Jacket, Black Diamond Highline Stretch Shell Jacket,
Royal Robbins - Hemp
Travel Socks, Fjällräven
- Vidda Pro Jacket.
DIGITAL PRODUCT:
Garmin GPS Map 66i, OS
Map (Mobile App).
FAMILY: Kidunk Suit,
Osprey - Poco Plus.
FOOTWEAR: Adidas
TERREX - Free Hiker Parley,
On - Cloudrock Waterproof,
Dolomite - Steinbock WT
GTX, Danner - Trail 2650.
SLEEPING: Mountain
Hardwear - Lamina Eco AF,
Rab - Mythic Ultra, Helinox Cot One Convertible Insulated.
TENTS: MSR Hubba NX,
Vango Project Hydrogen
Air, VauDe Power Lizard
Seamless 1-2P
The next stage in the awards
will be for the public vote
in the new year, online and
in-person at the Caravan,
Camping and Motorhome
Show, NEC in February.
OTS 2020 will take place on
July 7-9, the week after OutDoor
by ISPO (June 28-July 1), once
again at EventCity, Manchester.

Isbjörn takes the train to reduce environmental drain
Sustainable children’s outdoor
clothing and accessories brand
Isbjörn of Sweden continues
its Green Promise to protect
the planet, as it switches
its freight from sea and
occasionally air, to train from
Autumn/Winter 2019 season.
As part of the company’s
Green @Heart heritage, which
has meant always striving to
be the most sustainable in all
parts of its business, Isbjörn
will now use train to transport
its range, from the bluesign
approved factories it works with
in north east China, to Sweden.
Switching to train freight means
a journey time of just four weeks,
compared to the two months it
has previously taken by boat. It
also puts an end to last minute
airfreighting, should any last

minute delays arise. Airfreight
accounted for 69 per cent of
the carbon dioxide released in
transporting Isbjörn products
during 2018, whereas this could
have been 16 times smaller by train.
Moving away from sea freight
will also reduce diesel pollution,
uncontrollable factors such as
strikes by port workers, and
increase overall safety. Another
issue is moisture, as the cargo
hold on a boat can get very hot,
which can affect the quality of a
garment even before it arrives
at its destination. Isbjörn will
now change from silicone to the
non-toxic and environmentallysafer Absortech to protect future
ranges during transportation.
Maria Frykman Forsberg,
CEO of Isbjörn of Sweden, said:
“For more than 15 years we have

endeavoured to be as sustainable
as we possibly can. Now that
China has invested significantly in
its rail infrastructure, we can now
use a much more climate-smarter
mode of transport from China to
Sweden. We will use rail as far as
Finland and then the rest of the
journey to Sweden will be by road
and electric trucks where possible.
“Reducing, recycling, repairing
and reusing are at the heart
of everything Isbjörn stands
for and our latest transport
change coincides perfectly
with the launch of our Green
@Heart symbol on hangtags
and merchandise. Our Green
Promise to empower and
equip future generations will
continue, as we do all we can to
protect the outdoor playground
of young adventurers.”
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OUTDOOR
Friedrichshafen
has been
postponed
Messe Friedrichshafen has
decided not to go ahead with
the premiere of OUTDOOR
Friedrichshafen scheduled
for September 17-19, 2019, and
to postpone the new format.
The decision is intended
to give all those involved
the opportunity to continue
developing the newly
initiated concept.
Klaus Wellmann, Chief
Executive Officer of Messe
Friedrichshafen, said: “We
have experienced a great deal
of encouragement as well
as good registrations from
strong producers for our
OUTDOOR Friedrichshafen.
We would therefore have also
proceeded directly into the
implementation stage for an
initial event of this type.
“Nevertheless, in total
we have unfortunately
not been able to generate
a sufficient response for a
first commitment within
the sector with which we
are so familiar. We are
postponing our new activities
in the outdoor segment and
consciously leaving the date
and the direction open for the
time being.”
For more than two decades,
until 2018, the exhibition
venue has offered the
outdoor segment a home
on Lake Constance and – in
combination with the special
feature of a location and a
spirit perfectly matching
the sector – has helped the
trade fair to become the most
important international
business platform.
Stefan Reisinger, Head of
Outdoor, said: “As a result
the yardstick for the new
event is set particularly
high. A certain minimum
setting on the side of brands
is required to generate a
good initial spark. This
has not been achieved and
so it is unfortunately very
unlikely that we will be
able to reproduce the type
of enthusiastic mood that
has successfully defined
our activities for 25 years in
September 2019.”
Messe Friedrichshafen
continues to see good chances
of offering the outdoor
sector or parts of it a suitable
concept on Lake Constance.
Stefan Reisinger, said:
“We are firmly convinced
that the way the industry has
presented itself in the past
and up until recently offers
scope for alternatives.”
OUTDOOR Friedrichshafen
had presented a new concept
this year, which has included
greater involvement of
bricks-and-mortar retailers.
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SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH OF
A NEW OUTDOOR ERA
Inaugural OutDoor by ISPO pulls in the crowds in Munich

W

ith 1,018 exhibitors
and more than
22,000 trade visitors,
OutDoor by ISPO launched a new
era for the outdoor industry.
Under the motto “There’s a
perfect outdoor for everyone,”
Europe’s largest outdoor trade
fair was held for the first time in
Munich from June 30 to July 3.
A spirit of new beginnings was
perceptible at the premiere. A
new, open hall concept, 18 focus
areas inside and outside the
halls as well as a far-reaching
supporting program for trade
visitors turned the fair into
an experience platform for
the modern outdoor world.
The industry concentrated
on one theme in particular:
sustainability.
Klaus Dittrich, Chairman and
CEO of Messe München, said:
“The industry’s tremendous
enthusiasm demonstrates the
success of our new concept. We
were able to keep and even exceed
our promises from the run-up.
Together with the industry, we
have launched a new era in which
the term ‘outdoor’ is no longer
forced to conform to a definition
written by the industry. Instead, it
has become the collective term for
the attitude of each individual.”

OutDoor by ISPO
2019 in numbers

1,018 exhibitors showcased their
products and innovations during
the premiere of OutDoor by ISPO.
International exhibitors made up
84 per cent of the total. Countries
with the largest participation
were Germany, UK, Italy, the
Netherlands, China, Sweden and
the USA.
More than 22,000 trade visitors
from about 90 countries attended
the trade fair. About two thirds of
them came from countries outside
Germany. Countries with the
largest number of visitors were (in
this order) Germany, Italy, Austria,
Switzerland, the UK, France and
the Netherlands. The proportion of
decision makers was 85 per cent.

A total of 87 per cent of visitors
rated the premiere event as good
to excellent, according to official
market research conducted by
Messe München.
Like all events organized by
Messe München, also the visitor
and exhibitor numbers of OutDoor
by ISPO are certified by the Society
of Voluntary Control of Fair and
Exhibition Statistics (FKM).

Inclusive outdoor
concept attracts
new exhibitors

Following the idea of freedom, open
aisles in the middle conveyed the
true outdoor spirit and served as a
space for staging relevant themes.
In addition, all halls gained a strong
and consistent first row in the style

of a shopping mile and offered more
room for the presentations of the
exhibiting companies.
Themes presented at the fair
ranged from classic outdoor
activities like hiking, trail running,
water sports and urban outdoor
to the first-time integration
of adventure travel and bikes.
Also very well received was the
new Cross-Industry segment,
with presentations at the trade
fairs automatica, electronica,
EXPO REAL, IFAT, LOPEC,
LASER World of PHOTONICS
and transport logistic, as well as
presentations by representatives
of the respective industries, which
demonstrated the potential for
cooperation with other industries
outside the outdoor sector.

By expanding the traditional
concept of outdoor, OutDoor by
ISPO was able to attract many
new exhibitors. One reflection of
this, Gabor, a company with a long
tradition, showcased its products
for the very first time at an outdoor
trade fair by being part of the Shoe
& Trailrunning Village. Other
new exhibitors included the bike
softgoods brands ION and Endura
as well as Billabong, Element
and Griffin that had booths in
the new urban outdoor area THE
BORDERLANDS. The complete
bicycle brands Husqvarna, Scott,
Raymon, BH Bikes, Cake, Ttici,
Geos, HNF Nicolai and TQ Systems
showcased their products as part of
the bike test track.
The trade fair also offered a
broad range of talks, presentations,
shows and discussion groups that
addressed business-related issues
in all segments, as well as tips and
inspiration for the point of sale and
customer assistance. Thematic
round tables that included widely
known companies focused on
the direction and visions of the
expanding climbing community
and the outdoor shoe industry.
“With OutDoor by ISPO, Messe
München is providing the exact
modern platform that the industry
needs to address the changes

with the industry, we have launched a new era in which the term ‘outdoor’
“ Together
is no longer forced to conform to a definition written by the industry
”
Klaus Dittrich, Chairman and CEO of Messe München
@SportsInsightUK
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WHAT DID EXHIBITORS AND
VISITORS THINK?

The fair is great - we always have
“a lot
to do. What I really like is the

open design of the halls and stands
and of course the clearly recognizable
sustainable orientation.

”

Jan van Leeuwen, GM The North Face EMEA

currently sweeping through the
market,” said Arne Strate, the
General Secretary of the European
Outdoor Group. “We are looking
forward to working with the ISPO
team and offering a far-reaching
international forum in the future.”

Sustainability:
the industry’s
common goal

One theme shaped every segment
of the fair: Sustainability has been
an absolute must-have for the
entire outdoor industry for years
now. A large number of initiatives
and projects designed to create
a more sustainable industry was
presented not just in the CSR
Hub & Sustainability Kiosk.
The theme was also highlighted
throughout the remaining Focus
Areas and exhibitors’ booths.
Industry heavyweights like
adidas and Vaude as well as
smaller companies like Picture
Organic Clothing, Pyua and the
newcomer Palgero demonstrated
that recycled polyester fibres and
natural materials—like fibers from
wood or brown algae—represent
real alternatives to conventional
synthetic fibres.

OutDoor by ISPO has
expressed its clear commitment
to sustainability by introducing
a code of conduct that calls for
environmentally conscious and
socially responsible activities.
The code provided organizers,
exhibitors and visitors to the
trade fair with specific ways they
could act in a climate-neutral and
sustainable manner. The ISPO
team made resource conservation
one of its top priorities while
planning and conducting the event.
The participants of the show set a
good example: around 75 per cent
travelled by public transport.

OutDays—a festival
of outdoor culture

However, it was not just trade
visitors who were part of the
new outdoor movement. The
important target group of end
consumers was able to get in on
the act as well. Together with 43
partners who primarily came from
industry and retailing, 33 events
and activities were held in Munich
and the Munich region, an area
that extended all the way to the
Alps: from open-air movie evenings
and meet & greet opportunities

with widely known outdoor
personalities like Tim Leatherman
to the “Icecold Midsummernight,”
a bivouac camp on the Hintertux
Glacier located at an elevation of
3,000 metres. The first OutDays
offshoot was held simultaneously
in Hamburg. The offerings are
scheduled to be expanded next year.

Information available
all year round

In addition to the annual trade
fair, OutDoor by ISPO is offering a
high-reach, year-round platform to
the entire outdoor community. It
will be based on the ISPO network
ecosystem with numerous analog
and digital services along the
entire value chain. Manufacturers,
retailers and end consumers will
thus have access to relevant and
up-to-date industry topics 365 days
a year.

Service

You will find more details and
background information about
the four days of the trade fair and
industry news at ispo.com.
The next Outdoor by ISPO trade
fair will be held from June 28 to
July 1, 2020, in Munich.

I'm a big fan of fairs. The industry
“
needs renewal, which is why it is right

to position outdoor more broadly and
to think about areas such as beach and
bike. A trade fair is the best platform for
this. I believe that there could be one
big leading trade fair in the world and
Munich has the potential.
Klaus Haas, CEO Maloja

”

A fair can be overwhelming with
“
all the exhibitors. The OutDoor by ISPO
team has done a great job of curating
the best content and displaying it on
special areas.

”

Caspar Coppetti, Co-Founder On

The new trade fair concept has
“
certainly borne first fruit. The central

corridors with the contents shown
there have been well received from our
point of view and have also ensured a
rectification. Trade, industry and the
trade fair must now draw a conclusion
together and then work on further
development for the next few years.
Jürgen Siegwart, Managing Director Ortlieb

”

The first OutDoor by ISPO presents
“
itself with a great open format - a very
appealing effect with space and room
for development. The extended
outdoor concept offers many
possibilities: a strong platform for the
industry to go new, promising ways.
I am looking forward to the OutDoor
by ISPO 2020.

”

Nicole Espey, CEO BSI
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The place to source all your products and services

JuzoFlex Genu Xtra

ODLO Fast & Light

JuzoFlex Genu Xtra sets a new standard
for sports injury supports with unrivalled
performance, functionality and comfort.
Also the official supports partner of England
Athletics. Contact us today and find out
about becoming a stockist. Unrivalled
performance, functionality and comfort.

Small and quick to pack, super light and
extremely functional – Odlo’s outdoor
performance line FLI (Fast & Light)
prepares outdoor enthusiasts for anything
the weather throws at them while hitting the
trail. Incredibly lightweight, the FLI 2.5L
Jacket is the perfect packable companion for
outdoor adventures.

0161 358 0104/07376 058 789
Alex.nesbitt@juzo.co.uk
www.juzostore.co.uk

07581741799
James.Clark@odlo.com
Odlo.com

X-Kettle

Using the same award winning innovative,
space saving, collapsible and functional
features as in the X-Pot, the X-Kettle is made
from a hard anodized aluminum base with
collapsible silicone side walls, and glass
reinforced Nylon 66 handles. The X-Kettle
is the ideal size to boil enough water for
two freeze dried meals. Two X-Mugs will fit
neatly inside and the X-Brew Coffee Dripper
also nests into the X-Kettle.

www.seatosummitusa.com

Manta Pro GTX

Get smart in the dark

www.scarpa.co.uk

paresh@ledco.co.uk
01344 876 222

Woolpower
LITE Range

Mac in a Sac POLAR
Down Jacket

The Manta Pro is a tough mountain climbing
boot for Scottish conditions and alpine
summers. Designed with UK mountain
conditions in mind, the Manta is a perfect
blend of durable boot building heritage and
modern lightweight technology. The upper
is a tough 2.8mm reversed suede giving
great protection from the elements and long
term durability, backed up with a Gore-Tex
performance waterproof membrane.

New from Osprey

The Archeon series embodies the principles
of essentialism and environmentalist for
both hiking and backpacking. This new
series combines recycled fabrics and a
comfortable backsystem to produce a pack
built for life in the outdoors.

01202 413 980
care@ospreyeurope.com
www.ospreyeurope.com

Ledlenser’s extensive range of headlamps
for the Outdoor Adventure, Running and
Sports sectors see the addition of the new
flagship MH11 Headlamp. This is the
first Ledlenser headlamp with Bluetooth
connectivity which enables users to control
and personalise the light via an app on
their smartphones. It’s also backed by the
stunning seven-year with registration
warranty. See the full range and show deals
on Stand 312 at OTS.

Woolpower LITE is a fabric that has
exploded in popularity since Outwear
started producing it. LITE is a thinner
fabric that is good to use all year round.
It feels cool against skin during warmer
weather and warms the body when the
temperature is cooler.

A year round insulation piece. The POLAR
Down reversible jacket is available in
various colours and in men and women’s
styles. Packable and filled with RDS
approved down, this innovative jacket
punches above its weight. Offered to retail
with attractive mark-ups. Become a stockist
today. Reversible, Packable, Down Jacket.

01576 490100
sales@outwearltd.co.uk
www.outwearltd.co.uk

028 9079 0588
sales@targetdry.com
www.targetdry.com

@SportsInsightUK
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The place to source all your products and services

Goal Zero
Sherpa 100AC

For versatile power on the move, the
Goal Zero Sherpa 100AC is ideal. Airline
approved with two high-speed USB-C
power ports for portable devices as well
as an integrated European plug socket.
The Sherpa also has the wireless charging
function for compatible smart phones.

0116 234 4611
sales@burton-mccall.com
www.goalzero.com

Map of choice

Harvey is the map of choice for outdoor
adventure. Harvey's have the finest
areas for walking in the UK covered
with the Trail Map, Superwalker XT25,
Ultramap and British Mountain Map - all
tough, lightweight, durable, 100 per cent
waterproof and easy to fold and fit in your
pocket. This focus on practical use has been
recognised over the years by 14 awards for
quality and innovation.

01786 841202
marketing@harveymaps.co.uk
www.harveymaps.co.uk

Kaptiva GTX

Tarpon 120

A true workhorse

Unleash your speed in gnarly winter
conditions with the lightweight mountain
running shoe ideal for training, racing or
long days in the mountains. The Kaptiva
GTX provides the perfect balance of
production, cushion, stability and traction
while keeping your feet warm and dry in
variable conditions.

The Tarpon is a perfectly balanced
performance sit-on-top kayak that was
designed to handle a variety of paddling
environments. The Tarpon was engineered
with a unique hull flare that allows for
unparalleled stability and tracking while still
maintaining speed and responsive handling.
The ergonomically designed Phase 3 AirPro
seating system offers quick and easy back
and leg support, making the Tarpon the most
comfortable sit-on-top kayak on the market.

The Catalyst remains the tried and true
workhorse of the ULA pack line. No matter
where the adventure takes you, the Catalyst
will be there – ready to carry loads of up
to 40 pounds. If you are looking for a pack
that will haul a bear canister, or carry your
fishing, climbing or photo gear with ease, the
Catalyst is an excellent choice. Not only will
it carry a good sized load, but it can also be
checked as baggage on a plane.

www.sportiva.com

www.wildernesssystems.com

www.ula-equipment.com

DayPak
Changing Bag

Mobile Solar Chargers

Develop your own
backpacks

01756 702410
customerservice@micralite.com
www.micralite.com

www.mobilesolarchargers.co.uk
enquiries@mobilesolarchargers.co.uk
01935 825914

Inspired by contemporary streetwear, this
changing bag looks just as good on Mums
as it does on Dads. With a whole host of
thoughtful design features, this 25L capacity
bag is the one to have for parents with
adventure on their agenda.

Mobile Solar Chargers Ltd have specialised
in fit for purpose portable power for the past
five years. They have powered expeditions
up Everest, across the Sahara, Antarctic
and des Sables participants. For just daily
backup or off-grid charging, get in touch with
the contact details below for advice on the
most suitable product.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
@SportsInsightUK

Are you looking to develop your own
backpacks or travel bags?
Based in Hong Kong, Oxyamco are a
specialist producer of all types of specialist
bags including outdoor, travel, biking and
military spec.
Their established factory has experienced
technicians and is fully CSR and
environmentally audited.

+852 3702 0620
sales@oxyamco.com.hk
www.oxyamco.com.hk
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Ellis Brigham Launches
2nd Life campaign
Ellis Brigham is working with two homeless charities to
recycle outdoor gear and give it a second life. There are
three in-store drop off points plus free collection via their
customer services department.
Mark Brigham, marketing director of Ellis Brigham, said: “Our
2nd Life initiative aims to protect homeless people from the
elements by providing them with good quality, redundant kit, while
reducing the environmental impact of sending clothes to landfill.
It just makes sense - from both a social and environmental view
point.”

Mountain Hardwear
puts the tech in outdoor
technical equipment
THROUGH
A FULLYFUNCTIONAL
APP, RETAILERS
WILL BE ABLE
TO PROVIDE
A VIRTUAL
EXPERIENCE
OF MOUNTAIN
HARDWEAR
PRODUCTS IN
THEIR STORE.

Mountain Hardwear has
put the tech into technical
equipment and is now
offering retailers the
unique opportunity to show
both Mountain Hardwear
equipment and apparel in
augmented reality.
The initiative features
equipment for Summer 19, as well
as technical apparel for Winter
19, such as its Exposure/2 GORETEX collection – a partnership
that puts Mountain Hardwear
first to develop a user-friendly AR
experience for outerwear.
The consumer AR app has
already been launched in the US
and plans are also under way
to offer the app to European
consumers.
Robert Wittman, North
America Digital Marketing for
W.L. Gore & Associates, said:
“The use of AR allows both brands
to educate retailers on GORETEX technology and highlight
the design benefits of Mountain
Hardwear products in a new,
visually exciting way.”
In developing this technology,
the team at Mountain Hardwear
identified several obstacles in
the buying experience that they
believe keep customers from
getting outside: limited time to
spend in retail stores, difficulty of
in-store setup, store availability,

and guesswork about online assets.
Augmented reality alleviates these
problems.
With the help of Transparent
House, a creative agency based
in San Francisco, California, AR
renders of Mountain Hardwear
products feel as if they’re right in
front of you – and you can even get
inside tents.
David Scott Van Woert,
Director of Business Development,
Mountain Hardwear, said: “We
believe technology is something
that should be thoughtfully applied,
not used because it is trendy. The
result is an app that is as enjoyable
to look at as it is intuitive to use.
But more importantly, it is an app
that makes sense.”
These renderings are not
only indistinguishable from
photography, but they also enable
users to toggle easily between
environments and features, making
it more lifelike than ever.
The augmented reality app was
first launched for both retailers and
consumers in the US in January at
the Outdoor Retailer Snow Show,
where it won a GearJunkie Best in
Show Winter Gear Award.
Mountain Hardwear will
continue to roll out additional
assets to expand its virtual gear
closet. Retailers can expect to
download a fully-functional app
later this year.

Salewa – first mountain
sports company to stop
plastic packaging
Mountain sports equipment
manufacturer Salewa is
committed to sustainability
and has a history of introducing
well thought-out CSR and
ecological projects.
Environmental protection is
an integral part of the overall
sustainability strategy of its parent
company, the Oberalp Group.
Now, the South Tirolean
mountain experts are making
a new, major leap forward.
From July 2019, the company
will be initially shipping 60 per
cent of products purchased via
its e-commerce site in a new,
specially-made Salewa Grassbox
– and doing away with plastic
packaging.
The new ColomPac boxes have
a special paper outer layer made
of 40 per cent grass from regional
sources. The grass is harvested
from compensation areas to ensure
that animal feed supplies are not
affected.
Dinkhauser Kartonagen GmbH
manufactures the eco-friendly

paper in Tirol using 99 per cent less
water than is required to produce
corrugated paper. Moreover, this
makes it possible to reduce CO2
emissions by up to 50 per cent.
The short supply path of just
90 kilometres from the Salewa
headquarters and carbon neutral
production further underpin the
sustainable packaging concept
and its significantly reduced
environmental impact.
Inside the box, Salewa uses
FSC-certified cardboard with high
recycling content from sustainably
managed forests in Europe. To
return goods, the Grassbox comes
with a self-sealing returns seal so
that it is easy to send items back.
The entire packaging is 100
per cent recyclable and the
manufacturing technique produces
a genuine natural material that is
pleasant to touch. Salewa prints
the boxes to ensure appropriate
presentation of their high-quality
products and to inform consumers
of the advantages for people
and the environment – and the

benefits of doing away with plastic
packaging.
Stefan Rainer, general manager
Salewa, said: “We have to think
long term. As a mountain sports
company, we want to introduce
every possible measure to support
social responsibility and reduce
our environmental footprint. We
are confident about the Grassbox
and are proud to be able to send
Salewa products to our customers
in natural, sustainable packaging.”
The Salewa Grassbox is just
one example of a number of
projects that the Oberalp Group is
introducing with its brands Salewa,
Dynafit, Pomoca and Wild Country.
The group’s sustainability
strategy is far-reaching, ambitious
and passionate. For transparency
and to provide detailed and uptodate information, Oberalp makes
its Sustainability Report 2018
available to download at www.
oberalp.com/en/sustainability

Elite mountaineer Nims Purja
joins Osprey and summits Everest
Osprey have welcomed new
Athlete, Nirmal ‘Nims’ Purja
MBE to the team.
With over 16 years in the
British Military, including
Special Forces roles and more
than six years in a Mountain
Guide / Expedition Leader role,
Nims now joins Osprey Europe.
Nims is currently attempting
to climb the 14 x 8,000m peaks
in only seven months - Project
Possible.
For Phase 1, Nirmal ‘Nims’
Purja MBE and ThruDark’s Jay
Morton successfully summited
Everest carrying an Aether
Pro backpack. The current
record, held by Jerzy Kukuczka
is seven years, 11 months and
14 days and highlights the
immense challenge that Nims
is undertaking. With several
mountain rescues under
his belt, Nims has both the
background and mindset to
undertake such a challenge.
This challenge hit its’ first
major milestone on May 22 at
5.40am, when equipped with
both an Aether Pro 70 and a
bespoke ThruDark summit suit,
Nims stood atop the highest
point on earth.
Twenty four hours later Jay
Morton, Director at ThruDark,
followed Nims to also summit
Everest. Jay with over ten
years of British Military
experience works closely with
the co-founders at ThruDark
to provide outdoor clothing for
the most extreme and adverse
environments around the world.
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Osprey join ThruDark in
a strong, long-term brand
partnership yielding exciting
expedition alliances and future
product collaboration projects.
Both ascents were supported by
an expert team with decades of
combined experience. Among
the support team were legendary
Sherpas, Mingma and Jabu, whose
resident experience was invaluable
during the entire expedition.
Nims said: “Everything in life
is possible armed only with a
determined approach and positive
mindset.”
This determination was also
reflected in Jay’s ascent. He added:
“We originally planned to summit
on the 16th but due to ill health I
was unable to. We went from an
eight-man team to a four-man
team. We all summited around
the same time; it was an honour to
be stood on the summit with the
remaining three guys. They
all individually earned it in their
own way.”
For Osprey this is the second
time an Aether backpack has

been part of an Everest related,
record-breaking attempt. In
2001 Erik Weihenmayer became
the first blind person to summit
Everest, earning him and the
Aether pack a spot on the cover
of Time Magazine.
Aether Pro builds on this
heritage and extends the
technical capability of the
Aether backpack series. It
can be stripped back to bare
essentials for a streamlined and
svelte companion or can retain
the full featured componentry.
With a superb comfort and fit, a
lightweight design and technical
fabric and build quality, this
backpack is the ‘Everest of carry
systems’.
Head of Marketing, Gary
Burnand, said: “We look forward
to supporting and sharing Nims’
future ascents as a key sponsor
of Project Possible. His sheer
determination to accomplish
such a challenging project is very
inspiring and as a team we are
behind him every step of
the way.”
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Fjallraven extends its
partnership with Keswick
Mountain Festival
Fjallraven is to expand on its
sponsorship of the Keswick
Mountain Festival in 2020.
Building on the success of last
year’s collaboration which saw
the Swedish brand come onboard
to sponsor Keswick Mountain
Festival’s newest hillwalking
event, The Keswick 3 Peak
Challenge with Fjallraven, the
two organisations have once again
partnered up to deliver an exciting
new programme of events at next
year’s festival.
A resounding success, The
Keswick 3 Peak Challenge with
Fjallraven was a popular addition
at the 2019 Keswick Mountain
Festival and next year, this event
will be extended and will also
run on the Friday in order to
meet demand.
As Fjallraven believes walking
and being out in nature should
be for everyone and all abilities,
for the 2020 festival, two new,
Fjallraven-sponsored walking
events will also be added to the
programme.
These include the new and
slightly more challenging
Fjallraven Coledale Hike Challenge
that will include an impressive

1,100m of ascent with tough
underfoot conditions and also
a new Fjallraven Walla Crag
Family Hike Challenge that will
be ideal for families and walkers
of all ages. The Walla Crag Family
Hike Challenge will also include a
variety of fun scavenger-hunt style
activities to add even more fun to
the event.
In the run up to the festival
Fjallraven will reveal other
activities that will take place at the
festival with a potential talk from
gear ambassador and mountaineer
Alan Hinkes as well as on-site
waxing demos.
Ralph White, Fjallraven’s
Managing Director in the UK and
Ireland, said: “We were really
delighted to support Keswick
Mountain Festival this year,
especially to be so closely involved
with their new hillwalking event
– The Keswick 3 Peak Challenge
with Fjallraven. We’re thrilled to
be growing our involvement with
the festival in 2020 and are pleased
to add these new routes
to the event programme in order
to open up our sponsored
challenges to a wider group of
people and abilities.”

WALKERS ENJOY THE 2019 KMF 3 PEAKS CHALLENGE WITH
FJALLRAVEN. PICTURE CREDIT: PAUL MITCHELL - WILDMAN MEDIA

Hi-Tec Partners
with The Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award
Hi-Tec has become
the Recommended
Kit supplier for
both the low
and mid-tier
expedition boots
for The Duke of
Edinburgh’s
Award.
The DofE
Expedition
Kit List will
endorse a
specifically
selected, tried and
tested, and widely available
range of Hi-Tec walking
boots for DofE Expeditions.
The partnership will start on
January 1, 2020, for three years.
The Hi-Tec expedition boots
recommended by the DofE are
the Eurotrek Lite WP, Eurotrek
III WP, Bandera II WP, Bandera
Lite WP, Aysgarth WP, Mount
Lennox WP, Ravine WP and
Summit WP.
All styles are available in
men’s and women’s sizes,
various colours and material
combinations including full
leather and suede / fabric
variations. Suggested prices
range from £45.00 - £100.00.
The Hi-Tec boots have been
selected by the DofE to provide
high quality, reliable kit for
those taking part in their
Bronze, Silver or Gold
expeditions. All styles are
widely available from all great
nationwide outdoor retailers
including the DofE
Recommended Retailers of
Expedition Kit - GO Outdoors,
Blacks Outdoors, Millets,
Ultimate Outdoors, and Tiso.
Ian Cameron, managing
director, Hi-Tec Europe Ltd

said: “Hi-Tec is extremely
proud and honoured to be
named as the Recommended
Kit supplier for expedition
boots. It is a true badge of
honour for Hi-Tec and the best
commendation of our footwear.
We look forward to working in
close partnership with the
DofE team to support their
inspirational charity work
which transforms the lives of
millions of young people from
all walks of life.”
Peter Schooling, Commercial
Director, The Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award, said:
“Here at the DofE, we remain
true to our founding principle
of providing a program of
personal development which
is open to all, regardless of
their background or financial
situation. Hi-Tec expedition
boots will be a great addition to
the DofE Recommended Kit List,
helping to support participants
and parents with a range of
expedition boots to fit growing
feet at affordable prices.”

KÜHL first North American brand to integrate
RECCO technology for summer season
The RECCO SAR (Search and
Rescue) Helicopter Detector
originally made its debut
in 2015 in Europe, with the
rescuers from Air Zermatt,
Switzerland, being the first
ones to utilize the detector with
their helicopters.
Since then, the global roll out
is ongoing and through extensive
training and testing with helicopter
rescue crews in each new country,
the network of operational
areas and the global coverage is
expanding. After Switzerland,
Austria, Italy, Norway, Sweden
were equipped with the technology,
the USA and Canada are now the
first countries in the Americas to
use the RECCO SAR Helicopter
Detector, with Utah-based KÜHL
as the pioneering brand.
Doug Heinrich, VP of Product
Development at KÜHL, said:

“Independently owned, KÜHL
Apparel is proud to be the first
North American brand to integrate
RECCO rescue reflectors into
clothing for summer use. An
industry leader in the outdoor
apparel segment, the brand was
an obvious choice to introduce
the RECCO system for the North
American summer market.
“Our tagline is Born in the
Mountains. This is more than an
origin story. We contribute to the
betterment of mountain culture
by constructing amazing clothing
that keeps customers comfortable
and relaxed in challenging
environments of life and sport.
The integration of RECCO
reflectors was an obvious step
forward for KÜHL.”
The RECCO technology allows
professional rescue services to
effectively search large areas of

all types of terrain for anyone
equipped with a RECCO rescue
reflector. During the search, the
helicopter flies at a height of
about 100 meters (330 ft) and the
detector scans a corridor of about
100 meters (330 ft) wide. With a
mean speed of 100 km/h (60 mph),
a one square kilometre (250 acre)
can be searched within six minutes.
Fredrik Steinwall, CEO at
RECCO, said: “We are very excited
about the brands such as KÜHL,
that share our vision to increase
our customer’s safety and choose to
integrate RECCO reflectors
into products created for use in
the outdoors.”
The RECCO SAR helicopter
detector system is now operational
in three locations in the US and
Canada: Two Bear Air Rescue
(Kalispell, Montana), The Utah
Department of Public Safety Aero
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Bureau (Salt Lake City, Utah) and
The North Shore Rescue Group
(Vancouver, BC).
As more and more rescue
services get equipped with RECCO
SAR Helicopter Detectors, anyone
travelling in outdoor environments
equipped with RECCO technology
can be searchable no matter where
their adventures may take them.

STEVE
LAYTON
NAMED
PRESIDENT
OF POLARTEC
BUSINESS
Milliken & Company
has named Steve Layton
president of its newly
acquired Polartec business.
The strong global brand,
which joined Milliken
in June, is known for its
innovative performance
textiles for outdoor and
military apparel.
Jeff Price, president of
Milliken’s Performance
and Protective Textiles
division, said: “Steve
brings extensive textile
market knowledge and
strategic business acumen
to lead Milliken’s Polartec
business.”
Gary Smith, outgoing
CEO of Polartec, said:
“Appointing an individual
of Steve’s calibre is a prime
example of the capability
of Milliken & Company to
foster the Polartec brand. I
look forward to introducing
Steve to our global team
and customers.”
Layton will head the
integration process,
bringing Polartec’s
global portfolio of fabric
technologies for outdoor
apparel—including
performance-driven and
consumer-focused textiles,
and flame-resistant,
workwear and military
fabrics—into Milliken.
In addition, he will
be tasked with the
ongoing management of
the business, ensuring
operational success
in manufacturing and
furthering industryleading innovation to
develop textile solutions
that benefit Polartec brand
customers and end users.
Steve Layton said: “It
is an honour to lead the
Polartec business as we
embark upon our next
era of success. Polartec
is preceded by a strong
reputation. I look forward
to working with the team
to furthering it in the
market.”
Layton joined Milliken
& Company in 2012,
most recently serving as
vice president of sales
and marketing for the
respected Westex by
Milliken flame resistant
textiles business. He
holds a Bachelor of Arts
in managerial economics
from Union College and
a Master of Business
Administration from
Clemson University, where
he served as an adjunct
professor for six years.
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Helinox signs up with ProAgencies
to stimulate UK sales growth
Helinox has confirmed new
trading arrangements for the UK.
The brand is now represented
by ProAgencies, joining the
agency’s portfolio of other leading
outdoor brands. The Helinox
business will be handled by
Lawrence Friell in the North,
Matt Moore for the Midlands
and Seb Murphy for the South.
Helinox is a world leader
in the design and production
of cutting-edge lightweight
outdoor equipment and
furniture, including chairs,
cots and tables, shade, trekking
poles and umbrellas. UK
operations are overseen by
Helinox EMEA, a wholly owned
subsidiary for Europe, which is
run by CEO Andrew Shand.
Last September, Helinox
opened a regional customer
services office in Amsterdam and,
working with a warehouse and
logistics partner in Rotterdam,
the team has made significant
strides forward in improving
order management, delivery
and after sales performance for
retail partners during 2019.
Following an extensive review
of its sales strategy, Helinox

took the decision to work with
ProAgencies in the UK, as
part of a network of what the
company believes are the best
sales agents and distributors
for achieving ambitious growth
objectives throughout Europe.
The brand is now represented
in 16 European markets and
sales in the first half of 2019 are
in line with growth ambitions.
The outdoor and camping
sectors are performing well,
while Helinox is also attracting
new customers from parallel
channels such as motorhomes,
caravanning and overlanding,
reflecting wider trends in social
camping, glamping and van life.
Andrew Shand said: “The
ProAgencies team clearly shares
the same values and vision for
Helinox that we have. We’re very
excited about the potential for the
brand and its products in the UK
and look forward to benefiting
from the skills, experience and
networks of ProAgencies as we
build momentum in the market.”
Lawrence Friell, of
ProAgencies, said: “We get
approached regularly by brands
and only look for those that

Recco and Asolo team up to
integrate rescue reflectors
into hiking shoes
In the first partnership of its kind between Recco and Asolo,
Recco technology will be integrated into two Asolo hiking shoe
models: The Arcticmodels (Arctic GV Man and Arctic GV Woman)
and the Manaslu 8.000 GV model.
Luca Visentin, R&D Department – Engineering and Tooling, at
Asolo, said: “When we imagine a new model, the first thing that comes
to mind is our customer’s safety. Arctic models were born to walk on
snow and ice, so we decided to integrate Recco reflectors and offer a
big plus to our consumers.
“For next SS 2020 season, we are introducing Manaslu 8.000
GV, our new boot for Alpine expedition; on that model we are using
different new technologies, and Recco reflectors is one of these.”
Fredrik Steinwall, CEO at Recco, said: “We are very enthusiastic to
team up with such an innovative brand as Asolo has proven to be for
a long time. As we move into year round search and rescue with the
Recco SAR Helicopter Detector, we are excited to have Asolo on board
as one of the first brands integrating Recco reflectors into
hiking shoes.”
Asolo, founded in 1975, is a premier Italian shoemaker offering a
wide range of specialized footwear for outdoor adventurers.
The Arctic models (FW 2019-20 collection) will be available in
stores from September 2019 and the Manaslu 8.000 GV model (SS
2020 collection for ALPINE Expedition) will be available in stores
from April 2020.

have a great reputation, great
quality product and ones
that will fit easily in with our
existing portfolio. Helinox
definitely ticks all of those
boxes. We can’t wait to get
started presenting the products
and look forward to working
with Andrew and his team.”
ProAgencies has taken on
responsibility for all of Helinox’s
UK sales with immediate effect.
Helinox thanks Peter Rostron
and Richard Garland, the
brand’s former representatives
in the UK, for their important
contributions and wishes them
well. Meanwhile, after working
with the brand for six years,
Mark Flanagan has stepped
down from his role as European
commercial director. The
company thanks Mark for all
that he has done for Helinox and
wishes him success in the future.
The ProAgencies team has
started work on selling in
the 2020 Helinox range.
Building on the sustained
success of key existing styles,
the brand is introducing a wider
range of vibrant colours and
patterns, and has expanded

MONTANE
APPOINTS
NEW GLOBAL
MARKETING
MANAGER

LAWRENCE FRIELL, OF PROAGENCIES,
NOW REPRESENTING HELINOX IN THE UK

into the shade category with
innovative new products.
Retailers who would like to
find out more about the Helinox
brand and the latest product
range can contact ProAgencies
on lawrence@proagencies.com,
matt@proagencies.com or seb@
proagencies.com, or through the
agency’s website at
www.proagencies.com

Vango Innovation wins at
2019 OutDoor by ISPO Awards
Leading outdoor equipment
manufacturer Vango, has won
multiple coveted awards for
its Project Hydrogen Tent
and Radiate Sleeping Bag
developments at Europe’s
largest outdoor trade
fair, OutDoor by ISPO.
The OutDoor by ISPO’s
Outstanding Outdoor awards,
which were announced in Munich
on June 30, celebrate innovation
and products which make
the outdoor experience more
enjoyable, accessible and motivate
people to explore the outdoor
world in all its diversity. Winners
were carefully selected by an
independent international jury
panel from various sectors within
the industry in Annecy, France.
Unique to the Vango AirBeam
collection, the 2020 Project
Hydrogen tent claimed the highly
sought-after Outstanding Outdoor
Gold Winner award by ISPO in
the ‘Best Tent’ category. Judges
were impressed with the world’s
lightest twin skin AirBeam
tent, particularly its technically
advanced features including its
strength, stability, internal space
and super quick pitching time.
In addition to winning the
Outstanding Outdoor Gold award
in the ‘Best Tent’ category, Vango
was also recognised in the ‘All
Round Sleeping Bags’ category
for its 2020 Radiate Sleeping Bag,
receiving Outstanding Outdoor
Winner 2019. The sleeping bag
scored top marks for its innovative
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L-R: BOB EWAN, VANGO PRODUCT
MANAGER; MARTIN JONES, VANGO
PRODUCT DIRECTOR; JASON GILMOUR,
VANGO ASSISTANT PRODUCT MANAGER

heated design, utilising a graphene
panel in the construction, which
is powered by a USB, suitable for
use with a portable power bank,
or mains campsite hook up.
Rob Birrell, Marketing Director,
said: “Winning these prestigious
awards for products in our
2020 collection, as well as being
recognised by leading industry
figures, is a real testament to our
product development team and
our continuous commitment to
develop cutting edge outdoor
equipment for our customers.
“I’m delighted to be part
of a team which truly excels
and makes its mark with the
production of innovative
outdoor kit as it enables so
many more people to enjoy all
types of adventures in the great
outdoors. We cannot wait to
see what our customers make
of these products, alongside the
rest of our 2020 collection.”
For more information on
the OutDoor by ISPO awards,
visit: https://www.ispo.com/
en/awards/ispo-award

Montane has appointed
Matt Hickman as its new
global marketing manager,
where he will be responsible
for delivery of the brand’s
marketing strategy and
e-commerce goals.
The outgoing head of
marketing, Terry Stephenson
has announced that he will
leave the business at the end
of August, after nearly six
years leading the marketing
and e-commerce functions.
Matt Hickman was formerly
European Marketing Manager
at world-leading musical
instrument accessory brand
D’Addario, a position he held
for three years. Prior to that
he was marketing delivery
manager, amongst other roles
at Berghaus over seven years.
Matt will commence in his
new role on August 27, 2019.
Terry Stephenson said:
“It’s been my absolute honour
to work with some truly
great people at Montane. I’m
incredibly proud of everything
we have achieved during
my time here and the great
team we’ve assembled."
Jake Doxat, Montane’s
managing director, said: “We
would like to thank Terry for
his outstanding contribution,
passion and commitment to
Montane, and we wish him
absolutely every success
in his future career with
the Mayborn Group.”
“I am really delighted to
welcome Matt to our energetic,
growing and hugely competent
marketing and e-commerce
teams. He brings with him
a wealth of specialist brand
marketing experience from
both the outdoor industry and
other sectors. Matt will also join
our management committee
and I am very confident he
will work extremely well
within that team and the
wider family of colleagues
at Montane to continue
driving the brand forward.”
Matt Hickman said: “For
many years I have watched,
admired and used the Montane
brand from afar. Now, I am
absolutely thrilled to be
joining the team, and playing
a part in writing the brand’s
next illustrious chapter.”
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